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Selector proteins regulate the formation and identity of
animal body regions, organs, tissues, and cell types.
Recent studies have focused on the regulation of the DNA
binding and transcriptional regulatory activity of this special
class of transcription factors. Elucidation of the
architecture of selector-regulated target gene enhancers
and gene networks, and comparative studies of selector
protein function are providing important insights into the
evolution of development and morphology.
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Introduction
The selector gene concept was first articulated by
Antonio Garcia-Bellido in 1975 [1] to describe a class of
genes that governs the fates of groups of cells. In its
original formulation, influenced primarily by studies in
Drosophila on the behavior of tissues lacking the activity
of genes such as engrailed (en) or Ultrabithorax (Ubx),
selector gene function was intimately tied to properties
associated with lineage compartments [1]. More
recently, the term has been used to describe the
function of genes that specify cell, tissue, organ, as well
as regional identity in animals (Figure 1). It has also
been applied more liberally to describe various
transcription factors with somewhat less discrete roles.
Although we do not wish to split semantic hairs, selector
genes do possess special developmental properties and
are of particular evolutionary interest, and in order for
the concept to be useful, it is important to distinguish
selectors from other transcription factors. Here, we

include those genes with discrete roles governing the
formation and identity of cell types, organs, and other
body parts, such as ‘classical’ selectors and genes more
recently understood to possess selector or selector-like
roles (Figure 1; Table 1).
It is clear that selector genes perform diverse roles
during development. Consequently, removing their
activities produces a wide variety of defects that depend
in part on which type of selector is affected. Fieldspecific selectors, such as Eyeless, Vestigial (Vg), or
Distalless (Dll), are required for the growth of their
respective fields [2–4]. Similarly, in the absence of
organ, cell-type, or tissue-specific selectors — such as
the mesoderm-specific selector Twist — there is
usually a loss of these specific structures (e.g. [5]). In
contrast, inactivating region-specific selectors, such as
the Hox genes, often results in the transformation of
one body part into another. These transformations are
sometimes as a result of cross regulation between
different region-specific selectors. For example, loss of
the Hox gene Antennapedia (Antp) from the second
thoracic leg results in a transformation to antenna and to
the derepression of the antennal selector homothorax
••
(hth) [6,7 ]. These observations lead to the idea that
there exists an underlying ground plan upon which
region-specific selector proteins operate. This ground
plan has been examined for the Drosophila ventral
appendage [8], which, in the absence of regional
selector inputs, develops as a leg-like appendage but,
unlike normal legs, has only two segments along its
proximal–distal axis. Similarly, the forewings of
Drosophila develop in the absence of Hox input,
suggesting that this structure represents the ground
plan for the dorsal appendage, which is then shaped
into a hindwing (haltere) by the Hox protein Ubx [9].
Interestingly, in both of these examples, in the absence
of Hox input, the proximal–distal axes form and fieldspecific selectors (Dll and Vg, respectively) are
expressed normally in the ground plan. Thus, from this
morphological point of view, the different types of
selectors appear to work independently.
Over the past several years, considerable progress has
been made in understanding how individual selector
proteins act, both at a molecular level and in broader
developmental terms. For the most part, the dramatic
effects of selector gene mutations result from either the
collapse or perturbation of networks of selectorregulated genes, the architectures of which have only
recently begun to come into view. There are two
primary components of these networks to consider: the
selector proteins themselves and the diverse
mechanisms through which their activities are
regulated; and the cis-regulatory DNA elements that act
as developmental integrators of selector protein
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function and as units of evolution in the process of
morphological diversification.
Here, we focus on recent work that has elucidated some
of the molecular mechanisms that underlie selector
gene function and selector-regulated cis-regulatory
elements. We begin by reviewing general features of
selector-regulated enhancer architecture. We examine
the mechanisms that govern selector protein DNA
binding and activity, and highlight both co-factor
dependent and independent modes of target gene
regulation. Finally, we discuss the molecular evolution
of selector proteins and the origin and diversification of
selector-regulated networks.

Enhancer architecture
When the selector gene hypothesis was first introduced,
it was not clear what types of functions these genes
would encode. Using even the most liberal definition of
a selector gene, we now know that they all encode
proteins that regulate transcription. Consequently, an
understanding of how selector genes function requires
both the dissection and analysis of directly regulated
target gene enhancers. From the work of many labs on
various selectors, we now have in hand several elements
that are regulated directly by selector proteins (Table
1). In this section, we describe some common themes
that have emerged from the analysis of these enhancers
that may provide clues to how selector proteins function
in vivo.
Synergy and combinatorial control

It is well established that enhancers are [Author: Ok?]
integrators of multiple inputs, and selector-targeted
enhancers are no exception. In all cases that have been
examined, selector inputs must be combined with other
inputs to produce a transcriptional response. The
available examples also make it apparent that selectorregulated enhancers often integrate selector inputs with
••
inputs from cell–cell signaling pathways (e.g. [10 –
••
13 ,14,15]) (Figure 2). Because signaling pathways are
broadly deployed and are not sufficient to impart either
tissue- or cell-type specificity, selector proteins are the
key collaborators with signaling pathways in the
specification of structures or cell types. Selectorregulated enhancers appear to integrate both of these
inputs.
Combinatorial control was part of the original concept of
selector genes [16]. In that context, combinatorial
control was meant to suggest that combinations of
selector proteins are required to make a particular
structure. For example, the posterior haltere in the fly
requires three selector genes: the field selector vestigial
(vg) to specify dorsal appendage identity (wing and
haltere), the regional selector Ubx to specify haltere
instead of wing, and the compartment selector en to
specify posterior compartment identity. There is now
evidence that this type of combinatorial control can be
integrated into single enhancers. For example, a wingspecific enhancer from the spalt (sal) gene is both
activated by the Vg–Sd [Author: Care to define Sd?]

selector complex and also repressed in the haltere by
the Ubx Hox selector protein, and this enhancer
appears to directly integrate both of these inputs [17].
Different modes of selector protein DNA binding

Some selector proteins have the capacity to bind DNA
in multiple ways that impact their transcriptional
regulatory properties or DNA-sequence specificities.
Pit-1, a POU domain protein that is critical for the
generation of specific cell-types in the mammalian
pituitary gland, binds to two alternative DNA
sequences that differ by 2 base pairs in the spacing
between the POU-specific and POU-homeodomain
••
binding sites [18 ]. This spacing difference is thought
to induce an allosteric change in Pit-1 that is important
for it to mediate repression in one pituitary cell type.
Sd, the DNA binding component of the Vg–Sd selector
complex in Drosophila, has also been shown to exhibit a
preference for different binding sites that depends on
either the presence or absence of Vg [19]. The Hox
homeodomain proteins often bind DNA together with
two homeodomain protein co-factors which in flies are
called Extradenticle (Exd) and Hth (e.g. lab550; Figure
2b). Exd and Hth appear, on some targets, to alter Hox
DNA binding specificities (see [1,20] for reviews)
whereas, on other targets (see below), Hox proteins may
bind without co-factors. Thus, DNA- or co-factorinduced conformational changes apparently give
selector proteins added flexibility and selectivity on
target gene enhancers.
Although Exd and Hth play a critical role in some Hoxtarget enhancers, these co-factors are not present in cell
nuclei in the distal part of the legs, wings, and halteres
[21,22]. Moreover, genetic experiments demonstrate
that exd has no required function there, even though
Hox proteins confer appendage-specific morphologies
[22]. Ubx-mediated repression of the sal enhancer in
the haltere provides an example of an Exd- and Hthindependent mechanism for a Ubx-mediated function.
In this enhancer, multiple Hox-binding sites contribute
in an additive way to repression [17]. Although it is
difficult to rule out that unknown co-factors are
involved, no obvious flanking sequences are shared
between individual Hox-binding sites, suggesting that
multiple DNA-bound Ubx monomers might be
sufficient for this Hox input. In fact, the presence of
multiple binding sites for selector proteins may be a
common strategy among the enhancers that have been
characterized to date. For example, there are four
Tinman binding sites in the muscle progenitor
••
••
enhancer from the even-skipped gene [10 ,12 ] (Figure
2) and multiple Sd-binding sites in several wing-specific
••
enhancers [11 ]. Similarly, targets of Pha-4, which is
required for pharyngeal development in Caenorhabditis
••
elegans, usually have multiple Pha-4-binding sites [23 ].
In addition, enhancers with higher-affinity Pha-4binding sites are active earlier than those with lower
affinity sites. These data suggest that some selector
proteins may function in a cofactor-independent
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manner by binding to multiple sites within 0; enhancers
[Author: Ok?].
Ok?]
These observations raise an interesting question; why
are Hox proteins dependent in some cases on Exd and
Hth but in other cases do not require these co-factors?
To date, the enhancers that are regulated by Hox
proteins in the apparent absence of co-factors are active
in the appendages as opposed to the main trunk of the
fly. Hox functions in the appendages appear to be less
specific than they are in the trunk; Abdominal-A (AbdA), an abdominal Hox protein, has the capacity to
transform wing into haltere (and presumably repress sal)
just as well as Ubx. In contrast, Ubx and Abd-A act to
produce distinct morphogenetic outputs in the trunk
[24,25]. Thus, there may be a stricter requirement for
selector specificity — and therefore co-factors — in the
trunk than in the appendages. The test of this idea
must await the identification of additional Hox target
enhancers that are active in either the trunk or the
appendages.
Repression versus activation by selector proteins

For a selector protein to govern the identity or
formation of an organ or body part, it often acts as both
a transcriptional repressor as well as an activator. This is
especially clear for the Hox selectors. Ubx, for example,
activates dpp in the visceral mesoderm but represses Dll
in the ectoderm [26–29]. Recently, two mechanisms
have been suggested to account for how Drosophila Ubx
repression functions have been modulated during
evolution: one dependent on phosphorylation and the
other on the acquisition of a glutamine/alanine-rich
••
••
domain [30 ,31 ]. Whatever the mechanism that
allowed Drosophila Ubx to become a repressor of Dll,
this mechanism must still allow Ubx to also act as an
activator of other targets. Therefore, a challenge for the
future will be to understand how the repressor versus
activator functions of Ubx, as well as other selector
proteins, are regulated at different target enhancers.
Selector-regulated gene networks are complex

Many selectors regulate genes at multiple steps in the
definition of specific organs and cell types. For
example, twist, a gene that is required for the formation
of the mesoderm in flies, appears to target genes at
many steps in the definition of mesodermal cell types,
including other, more subordinate, selector genes (such
as tinman and dMef-2) as well as genes required for
terminal differentiation of specific mesodermal cell
types (such as myosin61F and blow, a gene required for
myoblast fusion) [32–34]. For some target enhancers,
such as the eve [Author: even-skipped?] muscle
enhancer, Twist may even collaborate with one of its
own targets, Tinman, which also behaves as a selector
••
protein [10 ] (Figure 2a). Similarly, the two Pax-6
genes in Drosophila, eyeless and twin of eyeless, appear to
directly regulate genes encoding transcription factors
that are high up in the eye development hierarchy, such
as sine oculis, as well as terminal differentiation genes,
••
such as rhodopsin1 [35,36 ,37]. In fact, Garcia-Bellido

[16] anticipated that selector genes would regulate
genes required for terminal differentiation (he called
them ‘realizator genes’); what he did not anticipate, and
what we are now beginning to appreciate, was how
many additional layers of subordinate selector genes
and other transcription factors exist between the tops
and bottoms of these hierarchies.

Evolution of selector genes and selectorregulated networks
Comparative analysis of selector-gene distribution and
function in arthropods, vertebrates and other taxa has
demonstrated that many selectors have a deep
evolutionary history, dating to at least the last common
ancestor of bilaterians (reviewed in [38]). The discovery
of this shared set of genes, while satisfying in terms of
identifying some universal features of animal
development, presents an evolutionary paradox.
Namely, if the selector genes that govern animal form
are so conserved, how does animal diversity arise?
Several mechanisms have been identified including:
first, the duplication and divergence of selector genes;
second, changes in the regulation of selector genes;
third, changes in selector protein sequence and
function; and fourth, evolutionary changes in the sets of
target genes regulated by individual selectors. We
discuss a few examples of the molecular evolution of
selector proteins and some general inferences that can
be drawn about the evolution of their target gene
networks.
Evolutionary changes in selector protein function:
the gain or loss of functional motifs [Author: Please
check that hierarchy of headings and subheadings is
correct]

The last common ancestor of arthropods possessed a
minimum of ten Hox selector genes [38]. These
included orthologs of the eight classical Hox genes
known from Drosophila, as well as the Hox3 and fushi
tarazu (ftz) genes. The latter two genes lost their
ancestral homeotic roles and acquired novel functions
during insect evolution (Figure 3). Recent work has
elucidated the evolutionary interval during which these
functional changes took place and identified some of
the critical protein residues involved in their evolution.
In the case of the Hox3 gene, it appears that a single
Hox3-derived gene with characteristics of both the
zerknüllt and bicoid genes existed in lower nonCyclorrhaphan flies. In the stem lineage of
Cyclorrhaphan flies, this gene was duplicated and
subsequently diversified to give rise to the respective
zerknüllt and bicoid genes known in Drosophila [39]
(Figure 3).
In Drosophila, ftz functions as a pair-rule segmentation
gene and specifies the identity of a small set of neurons.
It appears that the ancestral ftz gene also had a Hox-type
role, as indicated by its regional expression in mites
[40], spiders [41], and grasshoppers [42]. Comparative
••
analysis of ftz orthologs from a grasshopper [43 ] and a
•
beetle [44 ] suggest that ftz lost its homeotic function or
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capacity since the divergence of the beetle and fly
lineages, because the beetle Ftz protein retains its
homeotic potential when expressed in flies.
Interestingly, the beetle Ftz protein has also retained
the YPWM motif involved in Exd interactions while
this motif has degenerated in the fly protein suggesting
this motif be particularly important for maintenance of
•
homeotic function [44 ]. By contrast, the grasshopper
Ftz protein exhibits weak segmentation potential
••
•
compared with fly Ftz [43 ,44 ] and the grasshopper
protein lacks the LXXLL motif that mediates
interactions between Ftz and the critical Ftz-F1 co••
factor [45 ,46,47]. The beetle protein possesses this
•
motif and shows greater segmentation activity [44 ].
These observations suggest that the gain of
segmentation activity and the LXXLL motif preceded
and/or was accompanied by the loss of homeotic activity
and the YPWM motif in the course of insect evolution.
The gain of functional motifs in a Hox selector protein,
while retaining Hox selector function, has recently been
described for the arthropod Ubx protein (Figure 3).
Functional and phylogenetic analyses indicate that the
C terminus of the Ubx protein became extended in
length in the crustacean lineage to function as an
activity modulating domain, probably via acquisition of
serine and threonine [Author: Ok?] residues that are
dephosphorylated when the Ubx protein acts as a
••
repressor [30 ]. In the insect lineage, a sister group to
the crustacea, it appears that this modulatory domain
was replaced by a glutamine/alanine rich motif that
potentiates Ubx repressor function [17]. It is very likely
that further functional comparisons of Hox and other
selector proteins between lineages will reveal additional
lineage-specific gains and losses in functional motifs
that play a role in the differential regulation of target
genes among taxa and perhaps in morphological
diversification.
Evolution of selector-regulated networks

The elucidation of selector-regulated gene networks is
in its early stages. Only a few direct targets of any
particular selector are known in any model taxon, let
alone in other related taxa. However, from the anatomy
of selector-regulated enhancers and studies thus far on
the general architecture of selector-regulated networks
we can draw a few inferences about the evolution of
target gene regulation and morphology. With regard to
all selectors, it is abundantly clear that most act by
regulating potentially very large sets of target genes.
Studies of the cell-type regulators Mef-2 [48] and Crx
••
••
[49 ] or the organ-specific selector Pha-4 [23 ] suggest
that, at a minimum, dozens of genes required for celltype function are directly and independently regulated
by individual selectors. Similarly, it would appear that
Hox and field-specific selectors regulate substantial sets
of genes in any single tissue. It is reasonable to infer
that the assembly of these target gene sets, and by
extension, the morphology of the structures governed
by these selectors, occurred by stepwise addition of

individual genes to these sets via acquisition of selector
binding sites in their respective cis-regulatory elements.
There may be a significant difference, however, in the
evolutionary diversification of target gene sets regulated
by different classes of selectors. Namely, we expect,
and some evidence supports the notion, that cell-type
specific gene networks or batteries may be more
extensively conserved throughout metazoan evolution
whereas Hox-regulated target gene sets may be more
divergent. A muscle cell, for example, requires many
structural proteins and enzymes to endow this cell type
with its characteristic properties and some of these Mef2-regulated target genes are conserved among flies and
vertebrates [48]. By contrast, the story of animal
diversification along the primary body axis is largely one
of differentiating serially repeated, homologous
structures such as segments, appendages, and vertebrae,
and so on. Different taxa are characterized by changes
in the number, size, shape, and function of serial
structures and Hox proteins play a central role in the
development and evolution of axial morphology [38].
Hox-regulated gene sets may, therefore, be considerably
more divergent among taxa than cell-type-specific gene
batteries and there is some evidence that
morphologically divergent, homologous structures differ
in their Hox-regulated gene sets [50].
Because of their major influence on axial morphology,
there is great interest in understanding, in detail, how
Hox regulation of a target gene is acquired. From the
standpoint of statistical probability, the evolution of
large compound or trimeric Hox binding sites in one
step within cis-regulatory elements is an improbable
event [17]. It is more appealing to suggest that simpler,
perhaps single Hox monomer sites, may function as
intermediates in the gradual molecular evolution of
Hox-regulated enhancers (Figure 4). Comparative
studies of Hox-regulated enhancers, and detailed
investigation of potential variation in Hox-regulation
will shed critical light on the origin, maintenance, and
diversification of Hox-regulation.

Conclusions and perspectives
The selector gene concept has been very fruitful in
formulating ideas about the genetic regulatory logic that
governs developmental decisions at the cell, tissue,
organ, and body plan level. Although initially stemming
from work on Drosophila, it is clear that these ideas are
useful for thinking about developmental logic
throughout the animal kingdom. New tools for
elucidating large networks of selector-regulated target
genes such as microarrays and bioinformatic algorithms
will eclipse the previously standard ‘one protein, one
target’ approaches. However, much work is still
required to understand the nuances of selector protein
DNA binding and the post-translational modifications
and co-factor interactions that modulate their activities.
Contrary to long-held assumptions, orthologous proteins
are not necessarily functionally equivalent in that taxonspecific changes in regulatory motifs may occur. It is
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very likely that subtle enhancer-specific and contextspecific interactions have played a role in the
diversification of selector protein functions and remain
to be elucidated.
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Figure 1
Types of selector proteins and their realm of action. This classification is based primarily on how broadly a selector functions in development.
Region-specific selectors, such as Hox proteins, govern the development of a discrete region of the body plan, often a subset of the anterior–
posterior axis. Compartment-specific selectors, such as Engrailed (en) and Apterous, govern the development of compartments, such as the
posterior or dorsal compartments in Drosophila. Field-specific selectors, such as Vg or Dll, govern the development of fields of cells, such as the
wing blade or leg fields. Tissue- or organ-specific selectors, such as Twist (twi), govern the development of a specific tissue or organ, such as the
mesoderm. Cell-type specific selectors, such as Mef2, govern the development of a specific cell type, such as a muscle cell. For simplicity, only a
subset of the expression pattern for each of these selectors is shown.
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Figure 2
Combinatorial regulation of gene expression by integration of selector protein and signaling pathway inputs. Selector inputs are shown in aqua
squares, co-factors in orange triangles, and signaling or other inputs in red circles. (a) The eve minimal muscle/heart enhancer (MHE) is regulated
by inputs from three signaling pathways (Dpp, Wnt and DER) via three direct DNA-binding signal transducing proteins (Mad [M], dTCF, and Ets
[E]), and by two selector proteins Twist (Twi) and Tinman (Tin). Note the multiple binding sites for most inputs distributed over the 312bp element.
••
••
Data from [10 ]; see also [12 ]. (b), the lab550 element is regulated by inputs from the Dpp signaling pathway (Mad/Media (M)), by the Lab
••
selector protein and the two Hox co-factors Exd and Hth, and by additional regulators (C, GATA, HMG). Data from [13 ]; see also [54].
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Figure 3
Evolution of Hox selector protein structure and function in the arthropod lineage. (a) The last common ancestor of arthropods possessed at least
ten distinct Hox genes. (b) The Hox3, Ftz, and Ubx proteins acquired new roles in the insect lineage associated with the development of the
dorsoventral axis (zerknüllt [zen]), pair-rule segmentation (ftz), and abdominal limb repression (Ubx). These functional changes are associated with
either the acquisition or loss of distinct protein sequence motifs. (c) Duplication of a Hox3-type gene in the Cyclorrhaphan fly lineage gave rise to
the zen and bicoid (bcd) genes. The fly Ftz protein lost homeotic potential through loss of its YPWM interaction motif, which mediates interactions
with Exd.
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Figure 4
Model for the evolution of Hox protein regulation of a target gene. A typical enhancer with multiple sites for a transcriptional activator (red ovals) is
shown. The evolution of weak Hox monomer binding sites (open circles) appears to be sufficient to impart Hox regulation in some enhancers.
Directional selection and molecular evolution of the enhancer (depicted as the gain and optimization of binding sites progressing from top to
bottom in the figure) may occur through addition of weak co-factor sites (open triangles) that evolve to be higher affinity sites (solid triangles). The
critical feature ••of this model is the gradual, stepwise accumulation of sites that impart quantitatively greater Hox influence over gene regulation
(based on [31 ]).
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Table 1
Examples of selectors and selector-regulated enhancers [Author: Ok as title?].
Selector

Target

Element (bp)

Additional inputs

References

Region specific
Ubx (Exd/Hth)
Scr (Exd/Hth)
Lab (Exd/Hth)
HoxB1, A1 (Pbx/Meis)
Hth
Antp (Exd/Hth?)
Iro-C
Pnr

dpp
fkh
lab
Hoxb1
Antenna genes
ap
Lateral notum genes
Dorsal notum genes

dpp674 (674)
fkh (1000)
lab550 (550)
b1ARE (140)
Not known
ME680 (680)
Not known
Not known

Abd-A(–)
wg(+), fkh(+), dpp(–), EGFR(–)
dpp(+), Bin(+), ?(–)
RA(+), Sox2(+), Oct(+)
Dll
Not known
Not known
Not known

[26-28,51]
[52,53]
••
[13 ,54,55]
[56,57]
••
[7 ,58]
[59]
[60]
[61]

Field specific
Vg (Sd)

vg

vgQ (800)

Mad(+), Dfr(+), Ubx(-)

Vg (Sd)
Vg (Sd)
Vg (Sd)
Ey, Toy
Ey or Toy
Dll

sal
cut
dpp
so
rh1
Ventral appendage genes

sal (328)
cut (700)
heldout (358)
so-10 (428)
Drh-P3 (319)
Not known

Mad(+), Ubx(–)
Mad(+), SuH(+)
Ci(+), Pan(+)
Not known
Not known
e.g. Hox, hth

[11 ,62]
[50]*
••
••
[11••,31 ]
[11 ]
[14]
[37]
[35]
••
[7 ]

Organ or tissue specific
Twi
Tin
Tin
Pha-4

tin
tin
eve
many

tinB (180)
tinD (349)
MHE (312); EMEB (394)
e.g. TO5E11.3 (196)

btd(–), eve(–)
Mad(+)
Mad(+), Pan(+,-) Twi(+), Ets(+,-)
not known

[33]
[32]•• ••
[10 ,12 ]
••
[23 ]

••

Cell-type specific
••
Pit-1
hGH
hGH promoter (320)
TR(+), Sp1(+)
[18 ]
Mef2
Mef2c
SMRR (158)
MyoD family
[64]••
Crx
rhodopsin
rhodopsin promoter
Not known
[49 ]
Four classes of selectors are distinguished here: region specific, field specific, organ or tissue specific, and cell-type specific. Not listed are
the two compartment-specific selectors in Drosophila, Apterous and Engrailed. Column 1: the selector; known or suspected co-factors are in
parentheses; column 2: known or suspected target genes; column 3: name and size of element (if identified); column 4: other positive (+) or
negative (-) inputs. Genetic inputs are italicized; in those cases where DNA binding sites have been defined, the binding factor is listed;
column 5: references. Abbreviations: dpp, decapentaplegic; fkh, forkhead; lab, labial; ap, apterous; vg, vestigial; sal, spalt; so, sine oculis; rh1,
rhodopsin1; tin, tinman; eve, even-skipped; wg, wingless; hGH, human growth hormone; Mef2, myocyte enhancer factor 2; Abd-A,
Abdominal-A; Ubx, Ultrabithorax; Dfr, Drifter; EGFR, epidermal growth factor receptor; Bin, Biniou; RA, retinoic acid; Dll, Distalless; Ci, Cubitis
interruptus [Author: 2 rs, Ok?]; Pan, Pangolin; Twi, Twist; TR, thryoid receptor; Mad, Mothers against Dpp; btd, buttonhead.

*[Author: Why reference [50] cited independently for Vg(Sd) entry? Shall I make
reference 63 be cited, please?]

 [11,50,62]?] [Author: Where should
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